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proposing/reviewing/funding
cycle.
Even similar projects are not often
comparableunless effort and resources
have been devoted to making them so.
This inherenttendency away from comparability becomes more prominent
among projects conducted at locations
that are geographicallyand biologically
disjunct. Directionalityof some ecologiJames T. Callahan
cal processes and periodicity of others
can confound comparability even further. For example, processes of aggradaResearchin ecologyhas traditionallybeenfundedforshortperiodsof timeandpertion and degradation are directional.
formedat singlesites,conditionsnot conduciveto projectsaddressingmuchgreater
They may occur continuously or by
timeandgeographicscales.NSF'ssupportof an experimental
emphasison longquantumchanges. They may even occur
termecologicalresearchseeksto alleviatethis discontinuityand use availableresearchresourcesmoreeffectivelyto providea morestableplatformforthe ecologiconcurrently.When observed over sufficient periods of time they can appearto
cal sciences. (Accepted for publication 10 February 1984)
be cyclic with buildingprocesses setting
Federally supported research in the have had scientific impacts of the most the stage for depletion processes and
ecological sciences has most often been fundamentalnature, even to the point of vice versa. The purposeful collection of
carriedout at single sites over relatively suggesting redefinition of such basic high-qualitydata over the long term will
short periods of time. Examples to the terms as population and species. Inter- allow generalization of ecological recontraryare exceptionaland have result- estingly, Ehrlich(1979)in anotherpubli- search results and theory over scales of
ed from either special circumstancesor cation has commented on some of the time and space great enough to evaluate
narrowly focused, continual measure- constraints on long-term research such disturbancessuch as fire, grazing, deforment of a few variables. The former as turnover among personnel and the estation, CO2 elevation, and acid
mightbe exemplifiedby the well-known perceived necessity of obtainingresults precipitation.
studies conducted by Bormann,Likens, and publishingpapers quickly to satisfy
and colleagues at HubbardBrook, New both academic institutions and research
THEDEMANDFOR LONG-TERM
Hampshire,or by Ehrlichand colleagues fundingagencies.
RESEARCH
at Jasper Ridge, California.These projAppraisalspointing out the inadequaThe passage of the National Environects, led by scientists recognizedas lead- cy of historical environmental records
ers in their fields, have been nearly con- and the effect of short-termsupport on mentalPolicy Act of 1969(NEPA) creattinuously conducted for more than 20 research output and personnel could be ed unforeseen demands on environmenyears, yet they have not been planned, viewed as an indictment. Short-termre- tal biologicalscience. WhenNEPA (Sec.
proposed, reviewed, or had funds com- search projects, alone, can serve as de- 101.[c])mandatedthat "it is the continumittedto them for more than three years finitivebases neitherfor addressingsoci- ing policy of the Federal Government
at a time. Examples of the latter case etal concerns related to environmental ... to use all practicable means and
include the records of the National biology nor for the substantialadvance- measures . . . to create and maintain
WeatherService and the US Geological ment of a science that deals with pro- conditions under which man and nature
Survey and the permanentplots of the cesses occurring over long periods of can exist in productive harmony," the
ContinuousForest Inventory.
time. There is a serious contradiction stage was set for federal agencies to
Bormannand Likens (1979)from Hub- between the time scales of many ecologi- support and promote environmentalrebardBrookhave pointedout that, except cal phenomena and the support to fi- search of kinds and scopes not considin cases of extreme degradation, it is nance their study. The problem is a ered earlier. The joint Ad Hoc Commitvirtuallyimpossible to answer questions difficultone. Fundingcannot be guaran- tee on Ecological Research (Council on
pertainingto long-term maintenanceof teed to any research undertaking for Environmental Quality and Federal
forest productivity because historical even tens of years, let alone for centuries Councilon Science and Technology)rerecords are usually inadequate. Howev- or more. How can this pattern be bro- affirmed that previously determined
er, their research project, partly by vir- ken, a patternthat acts against the con- course by stating that "most of the emtue of its duration,has providedvaluable sistent and reliable accumulationof sets phasis of ecological study in the past was
insightsinto the effects on forest produc- of long-termsynoptic data?What should descriptive, today we are extending our
tivity of air pollution, forest harvesting the scientific community and the advo- activities to assess furtherthe effects of
practices, and forest developmentalcy- cates of environmental biological re- our actions on the ecosystems of which
cles. The intensity and scope of the search do to broaden the scope of we are a part" (Committeeon Ecological
studies by Ehrlichand colleagues of the research?
Research 1974). The same report stated
A first step is to define the dimensions furthermorethat "this necessitates addJasperRidge colony of checkerspotbutterflies are evident from a large number of the problemand the key elements for ing a predictive capability . . . of any
of publications(e.g., Brown and Ehrlich its solution. Temporaland spatial scales long and short-term changes in these
1980,Ehrlichet al. 1975). These studies are of criticalimportance.Whenmanyof systems." The Global 2000 Report to the
the phenomena of interest occur over President (Council on Environmental
long periods of time, it is inappropriate Quality and Department of State 1980)
Calahanis with the Division of Biotic Systems and
fit research on those phenomena to stated that "in using and evaluatingthe
to
Resources,NationalScience Foundation,1800G St.
the typical two- to three-year planning/ Government's present capability for
NW, Washington,DC 20550.
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long-term global analysis, the Study
found serious inconsistencies in the
methods and assumptions employed by
various agencies."
The demandby the scientific community for supportof long-termresearch is
difficult to document in terms of concrete references. The report, "LongTerm Ecological Measurements" (National Science Foundation 1977)phrases
that demand succinctly in its first sentence: "Ecology requires long-term
studies." Evidence of the demand is
corroboratedby the value of extant longterm data sets in formulating modern
ecological theory, the persistence of scientists who pursue long-term studies in
the face of review andfundingconditions
that work againstthem, and the enthusiasm and level of response by the scientific community when modest offerings
of such supportare made.
Demand for the results of long-term
ecological researchis broad. The usefulness of long-termecological researchhas
been proven at all levels of government
and in most sectors of the privateeconomy. For instance, various commentaries
have questioned the quality of the environmentalimpact analysis process. The
often-identified primary weakness has
been lack of predictive capability. Most
impact analyses have read as large inventories and descriptions, and their
functional ecological/environmentalaspects have dealt with little more than the
most obvious direct effects on ecosystems. Predictive capability is severely
limited by lack of appropriateinformation. The lead editorial(Rajagopal1979)
of the first issue of The Environmental

Professional is a thoughtful expression
of this concern.
ANTECEDENTS
The roots for federal supportfor longterm ecological research are deeply embedded in a family of preceding efforts
includingnationalparks, wildlife refuges
and preserves, and experimentalforests
and ranges. The Departmentof Energy
maintainsa numberof nationalenvironmental research parks on some of its
majorholdings.The interagencyFederal
Committee on Research Natural Areas
and its successor, the Federal Committee on Ecological Reserves, performeda
majorservice in catalogingfederal lands
available for research. In the state and
private sectors, similarinventories have
been made by organizationslike the Nature Conservancy. The International
Biological Program,in this country and
364

others, used a multidisciplinary approachto studyingthe earth's ecological
structureand function. The Man and the
BiosphereProgramundertookthe designation of an internationalsystem of biosphere reserves. In a series of studies
sponsored by NSF, the scientific community,throughthe Institute of Ecology
(TIE), undertook to identify, evaluate,
and designate the field research sites in
the US most appropriatefor inclusion in
a system of experimentalecological reserves andmost capableof accommodating the requirements of such research
(The Institute of Ecology 1977, 1981).
This partialsummarygives testament to
the scope of precedents of thought and
action. Programsdesigned specificallyto
implement such research have been
lacking.
IMPLEMENTATION
Translationof needs, plans, and precedents for long-term ecological research
into a system for its support and performanceis a complex process. As a first
phase in this process, NSF sponsored a
series of three workshops between 1977
and 1979 to initiate and maintain close
consultationwith the ecological sciences
community. Nearly 100 research scientists, potential users, and cooperators
from the private and governmentalsectors shared their knowledge, opinions,
and advice with NSF. During this time
the working title of the effort changed
from "monitoring"to "research," having gone through "measurement" and
"observationand study" along the way.
This evolution of titles documents the
rejection by participants of collecting
data for the sake of collecting data. It
reflectsthe insistence of scientists on the
organizationof researchprojects around
ecological questions and hypotheses of
value in expandingecological theory and
for solving problems of environmental
resource management.
Five core areas of research were defined that reflect the desire of the community to orient long-term ecological
research projects toward question/hypothesis formulationand resolution:
* Pattern and control of primaryproduction (to study the energy limits of
system function);
* Spatial and temporal distributionof
populationsselected to representtrophic
structure(to sketch the majorpathways
of system transfer of commodities and
the skeleton of system structural
organization);

* Patternand control of organicmatter
accumulationin surface layers and sediments (to understand the storage and
processing of biological materials);
* Patternsof inorganicinputand movements through soils, groundwater,and
surface waters (to evaluate the interaction of geochemical and biological processes); and
* Patterns and frequency of disturbance to the research site (to compare
natureand man as perturbersof natural
systems).
These core research areas were intended to serve as organizing foci for
individuallong-term projects and to direct attention to areas for productive
comparison among projects. They did
not attemptto impose a traditionaltrophic structuralapproach on the study of
ecological systems but rathersuggest an
approach organized around families of
structuraland functionalattributescomparableamong regions.
Early on it was recognized that for
long-termprojectsto be successful, they
should be divorced, to a practicabledegree, from the often vagariousbehavior
of individualsand institutions.To ensure
continuity, proposers had to document,
for example, plans for continuedproject
leadership, guarantees of site integrity,
and means of resolving conflicts over
site use. Information stewardship had
often been a significantshortcoming,so
development of data management systems and site-specific reference collections were requiredby NSF. Since liaison with other scientists was vital,
proposers were required to develop
plans for informationsynthesis and publication, site promotion, and independent external review of each project.
Detailed descriptionswere not provided
to define acceptable plans and mechanisms. Doing so would have constrained
the proposers unnecessarily, and they
were in the best position to know what
devices would work at their own
institutions.
These requirements and guidelines
were formulated and agreed upon. An
NSF informationflyer (National Science
Foundation 1979) announcing the emphasis was the result. This flyer was
distributedto the institutions on NSF's
standardmailing lists as well as to all
workshop participants and individuals
who had madeinquiries.Its purposewas
simply to announce that NSF, through
the Division of Biotic Systems and Resources (then the Division of Environmental Biology) was willing to receive
proposals in the area of long-term ecoBioScience Vol. 34 No. 6

logicalresearch.For the second roundof
funding competition, the organizational
frameworkwas alreadyin place, and the
flyer was simply updated (National Science Foundation 1980).
Responses from the scientific community were encouraging.Several hundred
legitimate inquiries were received over
the two rounds of competition. After
careful consideration of the external
peer-review process, NSF concluded
that there was no fundamentalreason to
changethe mechanismsalreadyin place,
except to recruitan advisory subcommittee (i.e., panel) having the appropriate
backgroundand expertise. Fromthe first
competition involving 29 proposals, 6
projects were funded. The 24 submissions to the second competitionincluded
11 proposals that were essentially revisions of declines from the first competition. The second competition yielded 5
projects for which funding was recommended. Success rates were approximately 21%in both rounds.
It is difficultto draw conclusions from
limited samples. However, some generalizations emerge. First, constructing
such proposals is a major effort. Many
groups chose not to submit once they
were able to projectwhat effortwould be
required. Second, the commitment requiredby scientists and institutions-in
terms of time, facilities, research sites,
etc.-could not be met by all who were
interested. Finally, the level of enthusiasm expressed by applicants and interested parties was remarkablyhigh. Support for the concept and hope for its
productiveprogress came from a broad
sample of government agencies, the
private sector, and the academic
community.
THESCIENCEOF LONG-TERM
RESEARCH
ECOLOGICAL
In a manner reflecting the desires of
the scientific community, most proposals were orientedtowardtesting hypotheses or answering questions of ecosystem structure and function. This
orientationset these proposals distinctly
apart from studies that might be called
monitoringand was importantin assessing potential performance. The quality
and tenability of hypotheses and questions became important considerations
in evaluatingthe proposals. The projects
thatwere positively reviewed were those
that most successfully combined the attributesof site quality, institutionaland
personnel capability, and meaningful
hypotheses and questions.
June 1984

Analysis of the successful proposals
showed that the hypotheses and questions fell into several categories,
including:
* The effects of physical environmental
variableson the structureand the change
in structureof biotic communities;
* The processes by which herbivorous
populationsare regulated;
* The processes that regulatethe rates
of accumulationand transportof decomposing organic matter;
* The processes that influence the
rates at which inorganic nutrients are
taken up, utilized, and released by the
biota; and
* The role played by major disturbances in maintainingor changing the
characterof ecosystems.
A Sample of MajorEcosystems
Earlyon in the LTERplanningeffortit
became necessary to accept that it would
be impossible to sufficiently sample the
ecosystems of the United States. For
instance, it was completely beyond reason to consider initiatingLTER projects
at the 95 sites designatedas experimental
ecological reserves by the TIE studies.
NSF relies on peer review for project
selection;in the case of LTER there was
no need to change that procedure. In
additionto the normalattentiongiven to
the scientific criteriain proposal evaluation, site quality and institutional commitment served as a fine filter in selecting the 11 projects supported.
Geographicaldistributionof sites or ecosystem type never became active criteria
in the selection process. Yet, the resulting geographic/ecologicdiversity of the
research sites is so broad as not to contain duplication(Figure 1).
A theme that permeatedthe proposals
for long-termecological researchwas the
analysis of disturbance-its effects and
its causes. Disturbancehas been characterized and categorizedin several different ways. It has been seen as either
chronic or acute and as natural or anthropogenic. Insightful analyses should
result from comparing the effects and
recovery sequences stemming from its
characterizationas either intrinsicor extrinsic. Intrinsic disturbances are those
derivingfrom conditions within the ecosystem (e.g., accumulationoffuel, which
would promote the spread of wildfire);
extrinsic disturbancesare those coming
from sources outside the ecosystem
(e.g., flood and drought). The plans of
most of the projects include experimen-

tal disturbances to be conducted after
adequatepredisturbancedocumentation.
In addition, many of the projects are
prepared to take advantage of natural
disturbanceswhen they occur. The result will be that experience with disturbance will be broadened and strengthened, particularly with regard to
recovery following measured disturbance of ecosystems that were well documentedin advance.
NSF recognizedearly that steps would
be necessary to reinforce the principle
that the LTER sites would forma sample
(albeit, an imperfect one) of the ecosystems of the United States. Comparability
of datafrom site to site was seen as a key
to achieving this goal. Past experience
has shown that many factors can operate
against achieving comparabilityamong
laboratories, ranging from the inappropriateness of some methods for some
ecosystems to accommodatingneeds of
investigators seeking answers to different questions. With this understanding,
the question then becomes one of
achievingcomparabilitygiven those limitations. Comparability can be approached by encouraging projects to
strive for similar degrees of confidence
in their estimates. Such an elusive quality comes in at least two forms: statistical
confidence,often expressed as errorlimits on estimates, and confidence in understandingthe inherent limitations of
the data. The second can be achieved by
assuringthat the conditions underwhich
originaldata were taken are fully documented and permanentlyattachedto the
data. Confidencein estimates, then, is a
key to interproject comparability and
can release individual researchers from
methodologicalconstraintsrangingfrom
the inconvenientto the ridiculous.
Networking
To achieve such goals as comparability of data among projects, representative sampling of national ecosystems, and tests of regional- to nationalscale hypotheses, there must be regular
communication among researchers
working on differentprojects. One dictionarydefines networkas "an interconnected or interrelatedchain, group, or
system." It is in such a context that the
fundingand operationof LTER projects
was planned. Although projects operate
virtually autonomously with regard to
researchat theirparticularsites, they are
preparedto accommodatemutualgoals.
At the encouragement of NSF, senior
scientists came together in Washington,
365
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Konza
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*North
Inlet

SJornada

Okefenokee

SITENAME

ECOSYSTEM
TYPE

Andrews
CedarCreek
Coweeta
NorthInlet
Jornada
Konza
IllinoisRiver
NiwotRidge
NorthernLakes
Okefenokee
CentralPlains

coniferousforest
oak savannah
deciduous forest
salt marsh/estuary
desert
tall-grassprairie
large rivers
alpine tundra/lakes
lakes
swamp
short-grassprairie

GRANTEEINSTITUTION
Oregon State University
Universityof Minnesota
Universityof Georgia
Universityof South Carolina
New MexicoState University
Kansas State University
Universityof Illinois
Universityof Colorado
Universityof Wisconsin
Universityof Georgia
ColoradoState University

Figure 1. Sites for Long-TermEcologicalResearch projectsfunded by NSF.

DC, immediately after initial project
fundingin October 1980.This groupvery
quickly constituteditself as the Steering
Committee(now, CoordinatingCommittee) for Long-TermEcological Research
and began the tasks of communication
and coordination.
Since that firstmeeting, several others
have occurred. Those since February
1982 have included representatives of
the second subgroup of five projects.
Furtherdevelopmentof the mechanisms
for achieving interproject coordination
has led to topicalworkshops.These have
definedmethods and approachesand establishedcollaborativeresearch agenda.
They have included scientists from projects other than LTER.
THEFUTURE:OUTPUTSAND
EXPECTATIONS
There is always risk in forecasting
future directions and expected benefits
from basic research. Perhaps the greatest risk is that, by formalizingexpectations, one may constrainthe projects to
fit them. The following discussion is intended to do none of those things.
366

The least that will come from funding
for long-term ecological research projects will be careful inventories of the
physical and biological states at each of
the research sites. Any such inventories
will have their intrinsic value increased
because the research will be at least
partiallycontrolledfor physical variability. Documenting the rates of various
fundamentalprocesses, such as organic
decomposition,primaryproduction,portions of herbivory, and atmosphericdeposition of chemical elements will be
valuable.Buildingupon the base provided by carefullyconducted baseline studies, project teams will proceed to document the effects of disturbance on the
measuredvariables.
Some sets of data will be very high
quality and very useful. Most of the
projects either possessed or had good
access to files of previously collected
information.Those older data may prove
to be of ever-increasing value to the
newly initiatedefforts. For example, the
University of Wisconsin group conducting the Northern Lakes Project knew
that they had access to most of the
original records of E. A. Birge and C.

Juday. In fact, they selected certain
lakes for the project partly because they
knew these lakes had been studied before. Duringtheir first year of operation
they began to discover how useful the
old records were. It is documentedthat
the lakes under study lie within a region
receiving acid precipitation. After remeasuringthe pH in 53 lakes, the Wisconsin group separated the lakes into
three nearly distinct groups based on
historic pH and present pH. One group
(original pH > 6.4) became generally
more basic over the ensuing 50 years.
The other two groups had been more
acidic (originalpH < 6.4), but one became more basic and the other more
acidic. Further analyses showed that
most morphometricand chemical variables are significantly different for the
threegroups.At the very least, the group
has demonstrated that far more than
quantity of acid precipitation must be
consideredwhen formulatinga prognosis
for lake response to such inputs.
Additionally, given that the site-specific studies will be conducted as they
have been plannedand assumingthat the
network continues to be developed,
broad comparisons may be possible.
Comparisonsmay include methods and
techniques, ecosystem structure, and
process rates.
The accumulatedinformationbase at
each site may prove attractive to researchersother than those funded under
LTER. The existence of such an informationbase for a site would often relieve
other investigatorsof the need to collect
much of the requisite physical and biological contextual data that underpinresearch projects. Research performedby
such investigators would broaden the
base LTER effort. To encourage such
collaborativeresearch, the LTER projects are: actively promotingthe sites to
make their availability and potential
known to the communityat large, guaranteeing continued site security and
availability,providingmechanismsto resolve possible conflictsin use of the sites
by differentprojects, providing bibliographies and libraries of publications related to each site and its region, providing reference collections of locally
obtained biological and physical specimens, and developing on-line systems
for data storage, retrieval,and manipulation. By associatingwith LTER projects
and sites that provide a data-rich research environment, individual investigators may gain a great deal. They will
also be expected to cooperateby making
their data and documentationavailable
BioScience Vol. 34 No. 6

for inclusion in site data bases.
Much of what I have said regarding
specific LTER sites also pertains to the
entire LTER network. Neither NSF nor
the LTER investigators intend to make
the LTER data the exclusive province of
scientistsassociatedwith the LTER projects. In fact, the intent is exactly the
opposite, and it is hoped that the scientific community at large will come to
regard the data sets as valuable resources. One might predict that in the
future ecologists who wish to perform
broad comparisons of ecosystem attributes would base a majorproportionof
the work on the existing LTER data sets.
Proposals for such research would certainly be regarded as legitimate applicants for supportby the NSF's Division
of Biotic Systems and Resources and
presumably by other research funding
agencies.
CONCLUSIONS
Many of the ramificationsof this longterm ecological research undertaking
have been stated or implied in the foregoing discussion. In addition,NSF funding for long-term ecological research
mightserve as a focal point for undertakings by other public or private agencies.
If the LTERresearchis usefuland of-high
quality,otheragenciesmightbe willingto
fund at those sites additionallevels of
effortto fulfilltheir own mandates.
Assuming a level of accomplishment
throughthe LTER emphasis that would
justify its continuation,a broad and stable platform will have been achieved
upon which planningfor future ecological researchcan be based. This has never before been available to research
agencies or ecologists.
There are ecologists who assert that
the development of a unified theoretical
base for the science has been severely
retarded by the lack of comprehensive
and comparableinformationon a broad
diversity of ecosystems. Many of those
scientists would also say that the traditionalpatternsand rules for the planning
of research and competing for funding
have often been counterproductiveto a
science that deals with many phenomena
occurring over decades or centuries.
One can hope that these early steps
takento foster and underwritelong-term
ecological research will lead to new and
improved ecological theories that can
parsimoniously encompass far larger
scales of space and time than before.
Scientists, planners, managers, and legislators may perceive the value of this
June 1984

long-term ecological experiment and
continue to provide the impetus and enthusiasm to carry it forward. Furthermore, long-termecological researchmay
be useful in diagnosing and solving the
increasingarray of fundamentalecological problems generated by a world increasinglyrich in the quantity, but ever
poorerin the quality,of most humanlife.
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